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Comment
In the earlu 19885 a Newsletter, The Spirit Uoice. was initiated in an effort to fill the
need for a combination general interest and technical, English language, information
exchange for EUP Researchers.
lnitiallu it was intended to be published on a quarterlu
basis, but because of the considerable time required and limited amount available. this
became impossible and publication was suspended after the ﬁrst six issues. Fortunately,
during the same time period, Sarah Estep picked up the torch. founded the M—EUP, and
since that time has published an excellent general interest quarterlg Newsletter. which has
been in no small part responsible for the growing ninerican interest and research effort.

There still remains however, a need for a means of information exchange among the
relative handful of us who are involved in Transcommunication electronics.
For this
reason The Spirit Uoice, under a slightlg- different name. - Spirit Uoices, is being revived.
Since a general interest Newsletter already exists, Spirit Uoices is free to concentrate on
the technical aspects of Transcommunication.
Because of the failure of an agricultureproject started in the earlu 19895, the author will probablu stil- be stuck in a time
consuming job as a Truck Driver. for the next several gears. Time is still at .a premium
and because of this no attempt will be made to publish this paper at regular intervalsRather it will be published on an “as time - permits" basis.
Also there will be no set
subscription fee. However, donations to help cover the costs of printing and mailing will
be accepted and appreciated.

It is mg hope that our readers win consider this as "our" paper; as an open forum for
the exchange and discussion of information/ opinions, hupotheses. experimental results,
computer programs. etc. If uou agree or disagree. with what uou read in this paper. let
us know and tell us whu. others, will be interested in uour opinions.
Discussion is the.
driving engine of science and- teclmologu.
The Scientific Method
There probablq isn‘t angone who has ever worked on T.C. technologu who has not
ask the Spirits some variation of the question "How can I improve the qualitu of
reception.". Also at least several of the Coumru‘s- better Channelers have been consulted—
extensivelu. notaq bu Mr George Meek, in this same quest.
The fact that researchers
todau are still using the same methods and essentiallu the same equipment as used. in the
dogs of Dr Raudive, attests to the outcome of these direct and indirect inquiries about
how to build an efficient Transreceiver.

In scientific research. if nature refuses to answer a question. it is invariablu because
the question is being ask in the wrong man. or because the wrong question is being ask.

In Transcommunication electronics we have most probablu been asking the right question
in the wrong wag.

In retrospect, it has now become obvious we are not going to be able

to simplu call up a Technical Representative somewhere out there in the Great Beuond. and
learn how to build an efﬁcient receiver. Hidiout going into pages of argument, the reason

-

for this is then; are simply not permitted to tell us; This does not mean the Spirits don't
know. —- at least some of them in fact do know exactlu how such a receiver has to be
built and then; have been permitted to give as certain clues over the gears. (it might be
speculated that such a Receiver has probaq already been developed on at least hundreds

of worlds here in our local Galaxu.

Unless of course. we prefer to think we are God's

chosen and thus more technicality advanced than anubodu. But then those of us who have
had a good look at UFOs both visually and on Radar. harbor no such illusions. in am; case
if such Receivers have been developed elsewhere. their design can hardlu. be unknown in
the Spirit Horld. Theu do get around.) Fortunatelu. the Spirits are permitted and willing to
help us in our efforts. Unfortunatelg. the; are not permitted to do it for us,.even if they
were so inclined.
'

If we ask the right questions it exactlu the right wag. the Spirits will help us toward
the development of an efficient Transreceiver.
But i‘ we continue to stumble around in
the dark with haphazard; random experimentation with this and that. there is unlikelu to

be much more progress made in the future than has been made in the past.
The important thing then is what kind of questions are theu permitted to answer and
under what circumstances do the questions have to be-ask. The question, at least one of
the questions we should be asking, and which they are permitted to answer is; "which of
these two receiving sustems (circuits, devices, etc.) is a step in the right direction?"
(toward the ultimate design. required for an efficient receiver).
Does this mean then that all we have to do is draw out two circuits. according to
whatever- hupothesis we happen to be working on. and then ask. during a recording
No. -- unfortunatelq. it does not.
session, which of the two is more advanced?

according to what appears to be the rules of the game. it is neeessaru to actually build.
and test whatever circuits we have in mind.
Then. 'and unit; then, and onlu~ if the
experiment was setup properlu, are theq permitted to indicate to us. bu using one sustem
more than the other, which of the two sustains. thou. consider to be a step. in the right
direction.

There- are two conditions that must be met before the Spirits will accuratelu answer
such a question. 1) Both sustems must be in operation sinultaneouslg so that theq have
an equal opportunitg to use either or both. systems and thus answer our question bu using
one more than the other.
2) The second required condition is. that the experimenter be removed from the
as in am; valid scientiﬁc experimentation. the experiment nuns: be setup in
experiment.
such a mag that the experimenter’s bias. preconceptions. opinions. etc.. m. have and
effect on the results of the experiment. In other words, in order- for the Spirits to answerour question accuratelu. the experiment must be a simultaneous reception. blind
'
comparison of two different sustems.

The Blind Comparison Method
The next questiouis howto-put thisintopractice. which is what thispaper isall
about.
Probablu the: simplest of such experiments would" be the comparison of two
The ﬁrst
different tapes of microphone. which will. be used- here as the ﬁrst example.
requirement is thatthevoicesnwstbereceived ar-haveanopportunitutoappear
simultmeouslu through the two devices being compared. This-uniI comse. mandates the use
of a stereo. recorder with", in. this case. the two microphones under test being connected

to ‘ the two channds.

in order to keep all conditions ‘as equal as possible.

both

microphones must have equal access to the sound source. In this case the best carrier
source would be an airband or broadcast radio or white noise generator, all of which have
a speaker.

The microphones should be placed 2 to 4 inches apart parallel to each other. The
diaphragms of the microphones should be of equal distance from the speaker, a distance
of 6 to 8 inches is good. and theu should be placed an equal distance on each side of the

speaker center line, so that sound times from the speaker strike each microphone
diaphragm at the same angle (lid with the same intensitu. (See Fig I) also the microphone
stands should

be adjusted. to point

the diaphragms toward the vertical center of the
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speaker as shown in Fig 2.
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The next step is to record in such a- wag that the plaubaclt (not record) level is as
near identical between channels as possible. In order to do this a setup tape is used. The
record level controls are first set to maximum and the. recorder is started in record mode.
The radio is turned on and the volume graduallq advanced until the meters read between
—3 an 0 08. If necessarg, which it usuallu is. slightlu adjust the record level of one or the
other channel. Usually it is best to slight reduce the level on the strongest channel, until
both meters are reading the same. This provides a rough setting. ﬁt this point, without
touching the radio. stop the recorder and rewind the tape and then re—record about 5—18
counts. Next stop the recorder, rewind, and plaq back this segment- In doing this it will
most Iikelu be noted that the plauback level is higher on one channel than the other,
tgpicallq bu 1/2 to 2 or even 3 08.
After carefullur noting which channel is stronger and bu how much, stop and again
rewind.
lets sag in this case we have found the right channel is plaging back 1 1/2 DB
higher than the left.
The next step is to again record 5 - 10 counts. this time adjusting
the controls. so that the right channel is recording at 1. 1/2. 08 lower than the left Again '
this segment is pinged back and the relative levels compared.
If the differential is now
less than 1 03 it is Ok to use- If it is more than this, then repeat the, above procedure
until the differential. is reduced to less than 1 DB.
‘
The reason for this value is that the least amount of volume change that can be
detected bu» the ear, in mixed material such as speech, is 3 DB. The least change that- can
be detected in a constant frequencu, constant amplitude tone, is 1 DB.
9 good. audio
carrier. such as radio static, would lag somewhere between these two figures. Since our
object here is to not be able to tell which of the two microphones we might be listening
to in analuzing our recordings, the experiment needs to be setup in such a way that there
will be no clue given bu one channel plauing back at higher volume than the other. In
order to do this the playback level differential must be less than the threshold at' which
such a difference is detectible, which in this case can be considered as 1 08.
At this point the first segment of tape can be recorded in the usual manner of
requesting communication and than recording 19 counts. (or 5 minuta if gour reception is ‘
.
mediumistic.)
In analuzing‘ the recording, either a monophonic or stereo amplifier can be used. If
the amplifier is stereo it must have a‘ mono/stereo switch as analqsis. must be done in the
monophonic mode. Most stereo amplifiers have such a switch, but in case gours does not
the problem- can be solved- bu- using» a "9' cable adapter such— as Radio ‘Shack part ll»
42—2436, which has two phono plugs at one end and a single phono jack at the other- (Fig.
3) ' Use of this adapter allows a single input to be connected to both channelsA

Fig 3
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One other thing is required of the ampliﬁer and that is that it have a balance control
to allow uou to balance gour earphone speakers to compensate for uni; hearing sensitivity,
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differential between ears. Again most stereo amplifiers have such a control. But if qour
amplifier does not, it can still be used for this purpose bu using a pair of earphones such
as the Radio Shack Nova-16 (33-1819) which has balance provision on the headset Itself
The next thing needed is a special pair of cables to connect the recorder to the

amplifier.

These two cables need to be six feet long and, of course, have a phono plug

on each end. The important thing is that theu be absolutelu identical in appearance. That
is. there must be no clue fromucolor. shading, plug design. size, etc., as to which cable is
which.
The onlu wag to do this is to bug two new cables that are absolutelu identical,
such as Radio Shack ll 42—2367- (No, -- l do not own stock in Radio Shack.) Take special
care in selecting these cables that theu are in fact identical. Radio Shack front time to
time mag change the plug. desiwr or other appearance, etc.. so it is important to compare
the appearance before leaving the store.
The next step is to lag the cables out parallef to each other with the ends even andthen tie a loose knot in the center of the cables, as in Fig 4. Do not pull this knot anu
tighter than about 2“ in diameter or it mau damage the cables. Next tie two more knots
on top of the first one so that uou have a large knot in the middle with two cables
sticking out. each side.
At this point the overall cable length is about 3 feet. (about 1
meter for those of non who have a sensible sustem of measurement)

Fig 4

To Amplifier
A

To Recorder

Next. take the two cable ends coming out one side of the knot and connect them. to
the "l." and "R" outputs of the recorder.
The remaining two cable ends from the other
side of the knot are then marked "a" and "B". The easiest wau. to do this is to wrap a .
short piece of 1/2“ wide tape around the outer part of each- plug. Masking tape is the
best as it is easu to write on. after this cable is. made up it is of course, saved for all
such future experimrmts, so that uou don't have to make up. another set. After plugging
one of these cables into either the left or right amplifier tape input, and setting the
stereo/mono switch to the mono position, uou. are finallu readq to analuze the first
segment of tape uou have recorded.
As uou begin to analuze the tape. at this point uou know unit; that qou are hearing
the microphone on, for example, the “A" channel if this is the cable uou have pluged into

the amplifier.

But since gou do not know, an! because of the knot in the cables, cannot

tell bu looking at the connecting cables. as to whether cable "9" is connected to the '1"
or "R" recorder channel, there is no possible wag uou can tell which microphone you are
listening to.
And further more. uou are not going to know until all segments in this
recording session have been. recorded. and analyzed and the results tabulated. BI; using this
blind' comparison method, gout natural bias toward the new electret microphone uou just

spent $20 for. is not going to effect the outcome of the experiment for the simple reason.
that- uou will not know which microphone uou were listening to until after the experiment
has been completed.

In playback, listen the whole way through the segment two or three times, noting anu V
irregularities that mag be voices, while connected to the same channel. Next go back and If it is a voice then plau it back. still on the same
closelu analuze the first such spot.
After writing this
channel, until qou feel confident uou understand what is being said.

down in uour log, then switch cables.

lf uou started on "A" then switch to "B" and

examine this same spot on the tape. In almost everu case the same voice will appear at
the same spot on the opposite channel. and also in almost even; case there will be a
greater or lesser differential in the. uriderstmdabilitu of the voice between. the two
The object here, of course. is to determine on which channel the voice is
channels.
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easiest to understand.
This usuallu means switching back and forth (changing cables)
several times until qou are satisfied uou know which channel is best.
after uou have
made this determination write down in gear lag. behind the statement uou have heard,
either (A) or (B) as the case mat; be.
After having done this go back to the first channel, if uou are not there alreadq. and

analuze the second spot on the tape in the same manner. Do not assume that because
the first voice uou heard happened to be better on, for example, the "8" channel, that all
of the voices on this segment will be better on the "8" channel, — this is almost never
true.
after qou have analuzed all of the spots on the “ﬂ” channel and determined on
which channel that; are best, then switch over and analuze the "8" channel from start to
finish. This doesn't take as long because you have alreadu heard almost everything that is
on this channel. Nevertheless. it still needs to be carefullu analuzed because there mat; be
voices on. the "8" channel which did not appear on the "A" channel- If uou should locate
am; such voices, use the same procedure and switch over to see if theq have appeared
on the "9" channel.
as sometimes happens, uou mau have missed the voice when qou
were analqzing‘ channel “'19

In order to make an accurate blind comparison determination a minimum of 5 to 6
such 18 count segments (or probablu 3—4 5 minute segments if reception is mediumistic) is
required in order to give the Spirits adequate opportunitq to select the device or sustem
theu prefer.. ln analgzing the second segment, just to keep everuthing equal, it is a good.
idea to first analqze the opposite channel than the one uou started with on the first
segment, and continue to alternate which channel uou start with on the remaining
segments.
After all of the segments of the session have been analuzed, the. results are tabulated.
lets sau uou recorded 6 segments at an average of 19 counts each; In counting what uou
have received, uou find uou were able to understand a total of 4'5 words. Of this number
uou find that an words appeared onlu, or, were more understandable, on channel "3", while
the remaining 15 words appeared onlq, or were most understandable, on channel "A". This
would mean that 677. of goat reception was on channel "8", which indicates. bu a 2/1
ratio, that the microphone on channel "8" is superior, or at least it is- the one most
preferred bu uour Transpartners.
At this point we know that one microphone, the one on channel "8", is clearlq better
and we can be confident that this conclusion has not been influenced bu am; bias or
preconception we man; have, since at this point we still do not know which microphone is
actuallu on channel “'18
Since our analusis is complete, it is now time to find' out. There
are two wags this can be done. If one has an ohm meter or continuitu tester, then one
simplu removes one cable (but not both) from the recorder output, lets sag the left. and
checks continuitq of the center conductor (not the shield) with one of the cable ends. sau
the "3" end at the amplifierIf there is continuitu this means that channel "8" at the
amplifier was the left channel of the recorder and that whichever microphone is attachedto the recorder left channel is the microphone we were hearing on charmel “8", and of
course, vise verse.
The second method is to use the equipment itself to test continuitu. Again one cable(but not both) is removed from~ the recorder, lets sag the one connected to the rightoutput. With one cable, lets sag the "A" cable, connected to the amplifier, the recorder
is put in plau mode. If we can, now hear what has been recorded, then the "A" channel. is
the left recorder channel.
And of course, if we hear nothing. then the "A" channel was
the right recorder channel.
Equipment Upgrade
In the above example. if 6 segments were recorded and we suppose there were an
average of 4 voices on each 19 count segment, and that it took an average of S - 6
cable swaps to make each determination, we would be talking about well over one
hundred cable swaps during the course of a single session. As can be imagined. this veru
short becomes a major pain in the neck.

In. the late 19705, I bought a Radio Shack stereo amplifier (Model 59—102) to use for
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tape, record player. etc.

This selector was a duel wafer rotary which was relatively egg;

to rewire into the configuration shown in Fig 5. In this arrangement. in one position the
two channels/tape preamps are both connected to the left tape input.
In the second
position both are connected to the right input and in the third position each is connected
to it‘s rupective input in stereo mode.
The switch positions on the control panel were
redesignated as "Pl", “8" and stereo.

‘;
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in this arrangement two ends of the knotted cable are connected to the recorder and
the other two. which do not have to be marked. are connected to the “l." and "R" ("9"
and "8") amplifier tape inputs- After recording an ohm meter is used to determine whether
or not the cables were crossed. If they were not then the relationship was recorder UR =
amp 9/8, if they were crossed then recorder l/R = amp 8/9.
If you have a stereoamplifier you do not wish to modify, wafer switchs are available from Radio Shack that
can be installed in a small- plastic project box with the appropriate jacks. etc., and simply
cable connected to the amplifier. If you are going to become seriously involved with T0 electronics however. I would recommend modifying an amplifier specifically for this
purpose.
The current model 59-150 (31-1955) of the amplifier l have is available for a
modest S60 and maks an excellent headset driver with enough power output to drive a
pair of small to. medium sized speakers which you will. probably want to use at times.
System Comparison
Unfortunately. the blind comparison method is limited to a certain extent in that the
two sound sources or voiceband carriers must be- indistinguishable on playback. He can
compare, for. example,
two different. radio receivers, such as broadcast and airband.
because static is static, and sounds the same on both- bands.
(in the other hand we
cannot accurately compare the open microphone method with the radio method because it
would be obvious on playback, which channel had the radio static. This same holds true
of' comprrisons between a white noise generator with the sound of ocean waves. etc.
compared to the radio or open microphone method, and so on.
Such simultaneous
reception- comparisons can be made as a matter of curiosity, but do not have the
scientific objectivity of blind comparison.
The one exception to this is a comparison of
static to electronic noise. These. two sounds are so close that if there is. no interference
on the radio such-as normal radicvoices, it is difficult or irnpossibleto tell which is which
on playback.

although it would” be' nice to be able to accurately compare; two m types of
audio carriers. the inability to do so is not a disadvantage where more serious research is
concerned.
In electronics. where mperimentation has moved beyond conventional
methods, it is two experimental "test instalment" Transreceivers which are being
compared. both of which would. normally contain identical audio carrier generators, or
both simply output electronic noise, and would thus be indistinguishable an playback.

In system comparison we will take, as an example, the comparison of a broadcast
band to an airband receiver. Since, like the radios, all experimental Transreceivers would
contain, by definition. an audio amplifier and speaker. the setup and technique of
comparing two experimental Tits is identical to comparing two radios.

In. system comparison the technique of recurring and playback is identical to that
used in the microphone comparison. The system setup however, is a- bit more complicated
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EUP research.
ground 1981 this ampliﬁer was modified specifically for blind comparison
experiments and is still in use today. like must such amplifiers, it had a selector for tuner,

because there are two additional problems that must be addressed.

The first of these is audio carrier interference or channel cross talk. This results from
the fact that there are now two speakers in use, one in each radio.
This means of

course, that each microphone will pickup sound from both radios-

In order to minimize

this effect there are several things that must be done.
The first is to place the two
radio/microphone couplings a minimum of 8 feet apart. The second is to record at as low
a radio volume as possible while still reaching a -3 to 0 DB recording level. This means of
course, recording with the record level controls at or near maximum.
another thing that needs to be done. is to place. the microphones relativelu close (3-4
inches) to the radio speakers. The two microphones of whatever tape. must of coarser,
be identical to each other.
had theu must both be placed in exactlu the same position
relative to their respective radio.
That is pointing directlu at the center of the speaker
and at exactlu the same distance from the speaker. (Use a ruler. - don't guess)
There are several different wags the microphone/radio combinations can be
positioned relative to each other. One would be to place the radios back to back (8 feet
apart) with the microphones in effect facing each other. Another would be to place the
microphones back to back (again 8 feet apart) with the radio speakers facing each other.
Rn arrangement, one favored bu the author, is a 98 degree angle as illustrated in Fig 6.
This arrangement is convenient where there is a table or desk along one wall that can be
used for one sqstem, and. a second table or card table that can be used along an adjoining
wall.
A card table can then be set up an equal distance between the two sustems. to
hold the recorder and amplifierWhatever arrangement is used. the same arrangement
should be used for all such experiments.
The second problem in sustern comparison is sound control: In the comparison of
two microphones onlu one radio was in use. Rs each recording is made the radio volume
could be turned up to recording level and then turned off while the recording was.
analuzed- In sustem comparison there are two audio carrier sources which are eight feet
apart.
This is further complicated bu the fact that the two radios or experimental Tns.
must be carefully adjusted to the same volume level before recording begins. Once the
proper balance is achieved, it should not be disturbed during the session.
Some means
then needs to be devised to turn on the sound at the beginning. of each recorded. segment.
and also to turn off the sound so it does not interfere with plauback. (and get on one's

nerves)
There are two wags this can be doneThe first. a rather crude method. would
require that both radios be At powered. In this method an extension cord is run from the
Rn adapter of the tape used to make 2 or 3
wall socket to a convenient position.
sockets out of one. is pluged into the end of the extension cord and the two radios then
pluged into the adapter. l—‘lfter the volume level of both radios is adjusted. theg can then
be turned on and off hi; the simple act of unplugging the adapter from the extension cord.

,

(q 7)

Extension Cord
Fig 7
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The second and much preferred method. is to install a 1/8" normallu closed jack in
the speaker circuit of each radio or experimental TR. (Fig 8) Since these jacks are quite
small it is usuallu easg to find some suitable spot in the radio cabinet, near the speaker,
Bu using a normallu closed jack, speaker operation is normal
where it can be installed.
with no plug. inserted. Two cabla are then made with a corresponding plugs on one end
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The other ends of the cables are then connected to a double switch. (Fig 9)

when the

plug is inserted in the jack. the speaker circuit is broken. However, when the switch at
the end of the cable is turned on the circuit is. of course. restored and speaker operation
is normal-

Fig 9
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Bu using this arrangement, both speakers can be silenced bu simplg flipping a. single
switch- The switch can be mounted in a small plastic project box or in the amplifier itself,
perhaps using an existing amplifier switch which is no longer needed for whatever purpose
it was originallu intended.
In either case it is highlu recommended to» isolate the cable
grounds both from each other and from the ampliﬁer ground, if the switch is mounted in
the amplifier. Failure to do so can result in assorted noises and squeals, especiallu where
experimental TRs are concerned, due to feedback through the common ground. In radio
receivers, if neither side of the speaker is grounded, then it is of course, necessaru to
isolate both sides of the jack. This can usuallu be done bu simplu mounting the jack in a
plastic part of the case.
Transmediumistic Abilitu
In most transcommunication the object is communication itself. Naturallu, under these
circumstances, it is an advantage to be a Transmediurn. And the stronger the better. since
this means stronger, easier to understand reception. as well as clearer voices todemonstrate transcommunication to other people.
In TC electronics research however, for at least one and possiblu two reasons, being
a Psuchic or Transmedium. mau be a handicap.
The main reason for this is that if an
improvement is brought about in the qualitu‘ of reception, the Transmedium has no wau of
knowing whether the improvement is a result of equipment design, or simplu because their
transmediumistic abilitg happens to be in exceptionallg good working order during that
particular period of time.
Over the gears we have seen several sustems devised which were operator speciﬁc.
That is, theq worked well for the Transmedium who devised the sustem, but were of little
or no use to anuone else.
Although such sustems are' valuable in their own right in
demonstrating the possibility of transcommunication to the public, they do not- solve the
reception problem and thus. for practical purposes, remain little more then interesting
curiosities-

This is not to sag that a Transmedium could not develop an efficient receiving
sustem. It is to sag however, that anq sustem. developed bu a Transmedium is subject to
the same criteria as am; such sustem developed bu a non-medium- Namelu, that am; such
sustem is of value onlu if it is of benefit to other researchers who have had an
opportunitu» to test the same or identical equipment. In other words we will not have a
Transreceiver until there is «W that we have a Transreceiver.
For the Transmedium- this man; mean working closelu- with other Researchers who

could

use

the

same

equipment

in

order

to

verifu

whether

or

not

anq

possible

improvements are actuallu, valid, that is, of an equipment specific. rather than operator
speciﬁc, nature.
Since in non-mediumistic reception the Spirits operate the equipment directlu, ant;

improvement in qualitu' would indicate an actual improvement in psuchokinetic sensitivitu
Since all. or most, TC reception
of whatever experimental equipment is being. used.
appears to be of a psuchokinetic nature. anu improvement in equipment sensitivitu should
improve reception bu an equal percentage, for Transmedium and non—medium alike.
Obviouslu, as mentioned above. no improvement in reception qualitq is of value until when
and if it is verified bl." a consensus of opinion among other Researchers. However, in the
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author's opinion, this is more likely to happen if the person who devises the system, is a
non-medium.

i-‘l second, potential, problem which may be encountered by’the Transmedium, in using
the blind comparison method, is whether or not the Spirits could direct the operator's PK
energy toward one system to the exclusion of the other.
in non-mediumistic reception
this seems to be relatively easy for them to do simply by "standing" closer to, and

probably concentrating on, the system they wish to use-

If PK energy obeys the law of

energy propagation which states that field intensity is inversely proportional to the square
of the distance, then if a Spirit places themselves say 4 feet from one system and 8 feet
from, the other. they would. in theory, be able to effect the closer system with 4 times
the energy they do the otl'le'. This asstaries, of course. that PK energy is omnidirectiond;
rather than ”beamed".
Since most, perhaps 85 - 957.. of the voices in such duel system
comparisons. appear in both systems, but stronger and. more understandable in one than

the other. this does indeed seem to be the case.
- ln Transmediumistic system comparison it may be more of a problem for the Spirits to
use one system more strongly than the other. Since I am not a Transmedium and do not
know of any Transmediums who have yet used the duel blind comparison method- I simply.
do not know what may happen. Alli can do at this point is explain the problem.
Since, whether one is. a Transmed or non-medium, it is good practice to sit an
equal distance between the two receiving systems (Fig 6) during the recording process.
this would mean. in the case of transmediumistic reception. that in order to effect one
system more than- the- other, the Spirits would have to direct or "“beam the operator's
energy toward one system, to the exclusion of the other. Whether they are able. or with
practice. would be able to learn. to do this, I simply do not know. There is one other
possibility, which- is that they- may- simply not try to use the Transmediumistic mode andoperate the equipment directly in- the non-mediumi’stic mode.
If they do this then the
experimenter, who most likely, is accustomed only to. the stronger transmediumistic
reception, would have to retrain themselves to learn to perceive and understand the
weaker non-mediumistic voices.
If you are a Transmedium and you set up and use a due! system blind comparison

arrangement as described. I think our readers would be very interested to hear about your
results. Especially as to- whether you still- have the stronger transmediumistic reception andwhether this reception appears only. or stronger. on one channel versus the other.
Step By Step
In the above example, where two radios are being compared we might consider
because it is currently the most popular method that the airband receiver is our initial
standard of comparison- And consider the broadcast receiver as being the "experimental"
system which is being. compared to the standard or “lead" system.
In making this
comparison. whichever of the two systems is approved, that is, most used by your
Transpartners, then becomes your "lead" system for your next experiment.

The procedure from this point on of- course, is to endeavor to develop new
equipment designs, which are WW. that are approved
at times your lead system may rerntl'n your lead system over
by your Transpartners.
’ several or a. number of experiments because the Spirits consider it to be closer to the
Then.- in one.
ultimate required design than anything you; are. comparing. against it
comparison. the lead may switch. sometimes when you least expect it. because they
consider your experimental system an incremental advance toward that ultimate design.
Does this mean that if a design is approved. it works a little better in terms of
what we are talking about is design
Not necessarily.
absolute reception quality?
development, not reception quality.
Vou may have a dozen designs approved because
-

your Transpartners consider them incremental advances. while at the same time havingno
improvement whatsoever in terms of absolute reception quality.
Nor does approvaf of a design necessarily mean the design is even easier for your
In one case during the course of a comparison, after my lead
Transpartners to use.
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sustem had remained the lead for several experiments, I ask which sustem was the easiest
for them to useTheu answered that it was the lead sustemSince it was alreadu
obvious. part wau through the session, that most of the voices were appearing on one
channel, I assumed this was the lead channel.

In analuzing the results however, I found

out, much to mu surprise. that the experimental sustem was the one that had been
approved. In other words, theu had deliberatelu used the sustem which was more difficult
for them to use because, from a design standpoint, theu considered the experimental
sustem to be an incremental advanceIn this context the question might be ask; Just how close do we have to get to the
ultimate required design before there will actuallu be significant improvement in the
absolute qualitu of reception?
And the answer is, —- who knows?
No one has uet
reached that point-

Ne might imagine the transcommunication reception problem to be like a great cone
shaped mountain. with the solution at the veru top.
From the bottom of the mountain
there are manu trails leading upward, and each trail has manu forks- Around the bottom
are a number of mountain climbers wondering which trail might lead to the top. Some
have tried veru hard to climb this or that trail, taken a wrong branch. reached a
dead-end, and thought theu were on the wrong trail. But the fact is that all trails lead to
the top, if the climber takes the right branch at each fork in the traﬂ- How can theu do
this?
The answer is, that if theu know what to look for, at each fork there is a sign
pointing out the correct branch, -‘— that sign is the blind comparison methodComputer Analusis
First of all, it is not necessaru to have a computer in order to use the blind
comparison method.
The onlu. thing it is reallu. necessaru to know, is which sustem is
most used, and this can be determined as previouslu described. However a computer can
make this determination faster and more convenientlu, and also determine other
information
from the results, which is of curiositu interest. The following program was
written on a 6—1280 in Basic UT. Since it seems almost everuone I know of so far has a
different make computer, the onlu thing we can do with such programs is keep them as
simple as possible so‘ theu will be relativelu easu to translate into whatever Basic dialect
uour computer speaks.
at I ever get finished building mu QT Clone, future programs will
be in. Sid—Basic) lf uou are familiar with the commands for uour printer- a. driver can be
written and included within the program- to provide a- hardcopu of the analusis screen for
uour log of the experiment-

The program requests uour recording or tape number, the date, (do not use commas
when entering this data) a brief two line or less description of both the left and right
sustem to be compared, and the number- of tape segments uou have recorded. For each
segment it then requests the number of counts uou recorded. the number of words that
were most understandable on channel "A". and then the number on channel "B“. After all
segment data has been entered, it then askslﬂwas left recorder channel "A" or "B" ? This
is determined as previouslu described mu checking the cables, and the data entered.
On the analusis screen the tape number, date, number of segments recorded and the
total number of counts are printed followed bu a notation as to whether reception was
mediumistic or non-mediumistic. (If the- average number of counts/segment- is over 15, the
program assumes reception was mediumistic.)
Next is printed the total number of
understandable words. followed bu the. number of understandable words/count. (If
reception is mediumistic this is reversed and the number of counts/word is indicated;) The
next readout is total percent of' conversational frequencu.
This is based on normal
conversational being about 18 words per recorder count. If the computer determines there
is, for example, a one word per count average, then this is IBZ'of normal conversational
frequencu.

Next, for each individual channel, the total number of words, the number of
counts/word if reception is mediumistic), and the percent of
(or
words/count
conversational frequencu is printed. This is followed bu the percentage bu which the best
channel is better than the worst channel, and the identitu of the best channel. last, the
sustem description, as entered at the beginning of the program, is printed.
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The following experiment is an example, which can be used to check operation of the

program after qou have tuped it in.
Data-

1

Exp It 123, Date Feb 15 91. Comparison-

left channel-

File— 21. Right channel- Lead sqstem— Configuration File 18
Segment ll
1
2
3
4
5

Counts
8
7
7
7
7

Exp. sustem- Conﬁguration

Words ”A"
5
Z
9
4
2

Hords "B"
3
9
5
3
8

6

7

3

8

7
8

7
19

8
2

5
6

left recorder channel was determined to be "8“

The screen analysis then looks like this:

BLIND

COMPARISON

ANAL?SIS

TAPE #3 123

DATE
SEGMENTS RECORDED8
TOTAL COUNTS RECORDED—
69
TOTAL UNDERSTANDABLE HORDS5?

TOTAL UNDERSTANDABLE NORDS/COUNT—

.95

TOTAL PERCENT OF CONUERSATIONAL FREQUENCY-

9.5

CHANNEL "A"
TOTAL NORDS—
18
NORDS/COUNT—
.3
7. OF CONU FREQ—
3 'l.
SUPERIOR S?STEM-

Feb 15 91

NON-MEDIUMISTIC

7.

CHANNEL "8"
TOTAL HOROS39
NORDS/COUNT.65
7. OF CONU FREQ6-5
B?

116

7.

7.

LEFT

EXP. SVSTEM— CONFIGURATION FILE— 21
RESET-R'
<<<<<<

STOP-SPACE
>>>)>>

10 SCNCLR:CLR:COLOR5.4:COLOR6,7
20 PRINTTAB(21)"C O M P A R I S O N
A N A l V S I S":PRINT
30 PRINTTAB(35)"DATA. ENTRV":PRINT
49 INPUT"
RECORDING OR TAPE If— ":TNS
SO INPUT”
DATE— "NRINTJ’RINT
69 PRINT”THO LINE OR lESS. S‘i‘STEM DESCRIPTION”
79 INPUT'LEFT- ":15
88 INPUT“RIGHT— ";RS:PRINT
NUMBER OF TAPE SEGMENTS RECORDED- ":SEPRINT
9B INPUT“
188 FORN=1TOSE
110 PRINTTAB(29)"SEGMENT NUMBER- "N:PRINT
NUMBER OF COUNTS RECORDED— ":EPRINT
129 INPUT“
UNDERSTANDABLE NORDS CHANNEL A- ":A
130 INPU "
148 iNPUT"
UNDERSTANDABLE NORDS CHANNEL 8—- ":B:PRINT
150 PRINTTAB(8)"REDO FROM START— R"TAB(31)"REDO SEGMENT- S'TABGBTTNTER DATA— SPACE“
16B GETASdFAS=mTHEN16O
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179 IFRS=CHRS(82)THEN19
189 IFnS=CHRS(83)THENPRINT:PRINT:GOT0119
199 IFAS=CHR5(32)THENC1=C1+ERI=91+AzBl=Bl+BzSCNCLRzPRINT=PRlNTzNEXT
299 SCNCLRJ’RINT:PRlNT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
219 INPUT“
HRS [EFT RECORDER CHRNNEI. 9 OR B ":COS:PRINT
229 SCNCLR
239 lFﬂl=9THENRl=.991
249 IFBI=9THEN81=.991
259 PRINTTQBOSTY l. l N D
C O M P A R l S O N
A N A L V S l S":PR|NT
269 PRINTTQB(5)”RECOROING OR TAPE #- '“TNSTQBGST‘OQTE- "DS:PRINT
279 PRINTTRB(39)"SEGMENTS RECORDED- "SE
289 PRINTTABQSTTOTRI. COUNTS RECORDED— "Cl;
299 lfCI/SE’IS'H‘IENM=I:GOTO319
399' PRINT"
NON—MEDIUMISSTIC":GOTO329
319 PRINT"
MEDIUMISTIC"
329 PRINTTQBQD'TOTRI. UNDERSTANDQBLE HORDS- "Al+Bl:PRlNT:lFM=lTHEN349
339 PRINTTRBOBTTOTQL UNDERSTRNDABlE WORDS / COUNT— "INT(((AI+BI)/C1)*199)/199:PRINT
:GOTO359
349 PRINTTRBUBTTOTQI. UNDERSTRNORBLE COUNTS / NORD- "INT((Cl/(91+81D3199)/199:PRINT
359 PRINTTRB(6)"TOTQL PEERCENT OF CONUERSATIONAL FREQUENEV- "lNT(((Ql+Bl)/Cl)8199)/19
" 7.":PRINT
369 DRINTTABOBTTHGNNEL A'TQB(53)"CHANNEL 3":PRINT
379 PRINTTAB(19)"TOTAL NORDS— "At;
389 PRINTTQB(59)"TOTRL WORDS- "31:IFM=1THEN419
399 PRINTTMBTTJORDS / COUNT— "lNT((Al/£1)¥199)/199;
499 PRINTTQB(48)”NORDS / COUNT— "INT((31/Cl)*199)/199:GOTO439
419 PRINTTQB(8)"COUNTS / NORD— "lNT((C1/91)8199)/199;
429 PRINTTRB(49)"COUNTS / NORD- "INT((91/91)8199)/199
439 PRINTTRB(7)"7. OF CONU FREO- ”lNT((Ql/Cl)ﬂ99)/19" 7.",'"
449 DRINTTABOQTYV. OF CONU FREQ- “lNT((Bl/CD2199)/19"/
459 lF91>BlTHENT=1:X=lNT(((A!-Bl)/Bl)3199)
469 IFBDAITHENT=22X=lNT(((Bl—Al)/nl)3199)
479 lFAl=BlTHENT=3:X=9
489 PRINT:PRINTTRB(29)“SUPERIOR SYSTEM;
";
499 PRINT'BV “X" 7.599 IFT=3THENPRINTTRB(11)“SVSTEMS EQUAL":8010559
519 lFT=19NDCOS=CHRS(65)WENPRINTTRBCIB)"I.EFT':PRINsﬂlNTlS

IMPORTQNT........
Spirit Uoices is free upon request to those who have» all previous
issues back to and including SU ?.
However, In order to conserve resourses bu not
sending this paper to persons who, for one reason. or another. mat; no longer be
interested in the subject. the reader is required to- fill out and return the address coupon
below. If qou fail to do so qour name will be removed from the mailing list for the next
issue.
Donations to help cover publication and mailing expences, are accepted but not
required; Donations received are considered to be for the current issue.

I would like to be on the list for a copq of SU 9
Please print
Name
Address

8213

520
538
548
558
56D
579
580
599

IFT=ZANDCDS=CHR$(65)THENPRINTTAB(10)"RIGHT“:PRINT:PRINTRS
IFT=l9NDCOS=CHRS(66)THENPRINTTAB(19)“RIGHT":PRINT:PRINTRS
[FT=ZRNDCOS=CHRS(66)“!ENDRINTTQB(19)'1EFT":PRINT:PRINTLS
PRINT:PRINTTAB(28)"RESET- R"TRB(SO)"STOP- SPACE"
GETAS:IFAS="“THEN560
IFQS=CHRS(32)THENSTOD
IFAS=CHRS(82)THEN19
80113568

Note:

As with anu typed in program. be sure to save a copg before running the program
for the first time.
> > > > > >
< < < < < <
Miscellaneous.

9 new Scientific level Journal, entitled

TransKommunication. has been initiated in Germanu

bu Dr Senkowski and associates. The Journal is written in German but does contain brief
summaries in English. Publication will be semiannual. The fee is ON 48 (about $39) for a
two gear subscription.
Hrite to:
Dr Ernst Senkowski
Eichendorffstrasse 19-0-6588
Main:

N GERMAN?
Network News -— a newsheet about EUP matters — will be» issued from Skuetech at regular
intervals in the future, to reserve your free copu write to the address below-

EUP COURSE!

later this gear Skqetech will be running a 5 day course with lots of hands-on

To find out more about the
experience of EUP including computer assisted editing.
"Science of EUP" course contact the address below as. soon as possible - there are onlq afew places available.
Write to:
SK'IETECH lTD. Grianan, Portree.

Skue. SCOTLAND lUSl 9D]
(<<(<(

))>>>)

Spirit Uoices is edited and published, as time and materials permit. bu Bill Neisensale, PO
United States of nmerica. No subscriptions are accepted.
Box 3.0.. Barstow CA 92312+4.
Copies are free upon request, to those who have all previous issues back to and including
SU 7.
Each new issue must be requested bu returning the address coupon enclosed with
ﬁmerican Association - Electronic Uoice Phenomena
Member the current copu.
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